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● Basketball Hawthorn has been transparent in publicly acknowledging its financial
position which has been significantly compounded by the impacts of COVID-19 2020
ANNUAL REPORT

● In light of the financial position, in July last year the Board created a Financial
Resilience Plan that was thorough, workable and equitable and stood to deliver a
debt-free Association within 3-4 years

● The plan was endorsed, in writing, by all Junior Domestic Clubs on behalf of their
members (players and parents)

● At its heart, the plan hinged on continuing to invest in basketball pathways from
grassroots to high performance for all local children and adult players

● That meant a commitment to staging junior domestic, senior domestic, junior
representative and senior representative competitions which was in keeping with
Basketball Hawthorn’s Strategic Plan, which was also endorsed by the Clubs in 2017

● From the Board’s perspective, nothing has changed in terms of these principles and
the commitments made last year - the Board and Management relied on the Clubs’
agreement to enable Basketball Hawthorn to fulfil the plan and honour the debt
payment program

● The debt payment program involves around 20 trade creditors - including local
schools and council-owned sports facilities that are owed payments for court hire
used to play domestic junior and senior basketball, and to train junior and senior
representative programs.

● Despite COVID, the Association remains on track to deliver on the Financial
Resilience Plan, as communicated in the Board’s half-year results to Clubs in May
2021

● Some Junior Domestic Clubs have nevertheless withdrawn their support for the
Plan, demanding that we cease investing in pathways programs (the Senior Magic
program in particular) claiming it makes the cost to play unaffordable; and, in
addition, we understand, they believe Basketball Hawthorn’s COVID-19 refund policy
is unfair (see separate information regarding refunds)

● Our refund policy was crafted specifically to protect us in the event that COVID
shutdowns prevented us from having income to meet our financial obligations so
that we could survive until restrictions were lifted; in effect, we played one third of
the season, we refunded one third and we retained one third of the Basketball
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Hawthorn component of each player’s fees - it was then at the discretion of Clubs to
determine how much to refund to families

● Dissatisfied Clubs could have opted to spill the Board and assume control of the
association themselves, however they have instead decided to walk away from the
association’s remaining debts - owed largely to local schools and sports venues - and
to set up a competition nearby using these same facilities, we understand.

Does Basketball Hawthorn carry debt?

Yes. Basketball Hawthorn (BH) has publicly acknowledged an historic debt. This
long-standing debt was identified by the current Board last year and explained to Junior
Domestic Clubs when the first Covid lockdown caused an instant shutdown of play in early
2020. This shutdown, and every subsequent shutdown, resulted in a sustained loss of
revenue.

Our predicament was compounded by the fact that, historically, BH has low cash reserves.
The association’s financial strength is that every season we play thousands of games - in
effect we have strong annuity revenues every year. But this annuity revenue was removed
last year in a single moment.

The loss of our ongoing revenue stream then crystallised the historic debt position. There
was little solace for any in our community that this historic issue was already under
investigation.  It was clear that the debt would require significant intervention to redress.

What created the historic debt position?

Our Audit Risk & Compliance Committee (ARC) undertook a restatement of accounts over
the past six years and found that while normally costs incurred in a season would be paid
for from revenues from the same season, BH had for many years financed the last season's
costs from the coming season's revenues. This is a little like an overdraft borrowing from the
future season to pay costs from the current. When COVID-19 hit, with no income, the debt
position crystallised.

What is the Board & Management doing to address the debt?

The current Board has moved to modernise and change accounting practices to provide
greater transparency and clarity to all members. We have met with Junior Domestic Clubs
frequently, providing quarterly accounts this year for the first time, most recently an
update at the end of Q3. New auditors have been appointed and will oversee our year-end
accounts for our Annual Report to be tabled at our AGM in December. Changing our
accounting practices has required an accounting adjustment. In making that accounting
adjustment, we created a “line in the sand” to clear all previous accounts payable, and
move forward with a fresh approach.
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To date, we have managed to pay down more than half of that debt, with all new invoices
promptly paid within 30 days. Our contractors and suppliers - crucially our all-important
basketball court venues - have certainty that they will be paid, at the same time as historic
debts are being systematically paid down.

With the Financial Resilience Plan in motion, the financial future of our Association is
not in jeopardy.

Who oversaw the finances over the past 7 years?

Since 2014, Basketball Hawthorn has been overseen by 7 Boards, inclusive of 20+ Board
Directors, 3 ARC Chairs, 5 General Managers, 2 finance staff and 2 audit firms.

The Board is composed of people just like you: we all have kids who love playing domestic
and/or representative basketball and we have the best interests of the kids and the sport at
heart.

The Association has invited and welcomed representatives from several Junior Domestic
Clubs to participate on the Board and its subcommittees. The Junior Domestic Clubs hold
the majority of voting rights and are able to vote on (or off) directors very easily.

The current Board has specifically sought input from Domestic Clubs and has invited
representatives to participate in subcommittee work to ensure greater transparency and
accountability for all.

Domestic Club owners Hannah Lowe (Titans) and Mark Walker (Breakers) were elected at
various intervals since 2014 and are amongst the longest-serving Board Directors over the
past 7 years. Hannah stood down in early 2019, and Mark stood down in early 2020.

Recently, other representatives with links to Junior Clubs include Rod Gerbert (former Kew
East president) who is a current member of the Audit, Risk & Compliance Committee, Sam
Tucker (former Canterbury Cougars president) who was a Board Director throughout 2020
and Arni Sleeman (Atoms president) who was a member of the Audit, Risk & Compliance
Committee (from August 2020 until June 2021).

How does Basketball Hawthorn intend to manage the paydown of this debt?

BH negotiated a plan in good faith with Junior Domestic Clubs, a plan that was endorsed
by all Clubs in writing in late July 2020, to enable us to bounce back to financial stability
over the coming years. We called it the Financial Resilience Plan, and it involved us making
some changes to set us up for a more buoyant, resilient and successful future. Under the
plan, the Association would be debt-free within 3-4 years.
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While it might have been far easier for the current Board of Basketball Hawthorn to
abandon the Association and walk away from the debts we inherited when the debt
position crystallised in 2020, we believed the only safe and responsible action was to
create a plan to pay down those debts over time and share the responsibility across all
aspects of our operations so that we could continue to deliver basketball for everyone in
the local community.

We sought Clubs’ agreement to endorse a plan that would create Stability through Change
and enable us to be debt free within four years because we saw it as our moral and civic
duty to meet our obligations, which we are doing, and will continue to do with your
continued participation in our junior domestic competition.

Throughout that process, Clubs agreed that BH should maintain all our pathways
programs, but asked for changes in the way we govern and operate to achieve a better
outcome for our members. So the Board took action: we reset the financial practices,
reporting protocols, budget allocations, governance framework and audit processes of the
Association to deliver a refreshed, robust and more accountable financial model. And our
half-yearly position, communicated to Junior Domestic Clubs in May 2021, highlighted that
we remain on track with all of these commitments. An update provided to Clubs in
September ‘21 further highlighted we remain on track with these commitments.

Financially, we can continue operating Basketball in our region for the benefit of all
local players, coaches and referees.

So what has changed? Why have some Junior Clubs decided to depart?

From Basketball Hawthorn’s perspective, nothing has changed. We remain committed to
our Financial Resilience Plan and the principles that underpin it. We also remain on track to
deliver on the forecast debt repayment level for 2021.

However, our Junior Domestic Clubs remain unconvinced. The Board understands they
would prefer us to pay down the debt more slowly and run the association without a strong
Pathways program: they want the Senior Magic representative program to be cancelled to
reduce the amount of Junior Domestic revenue helping fund this program.

The Board believes scrapping the Senior Magic program would unduly impact the Junior
Magic program and consequently undermine the pathways opportunity for all grassroots
players. It also runs counter to our stated Mission and Objectives as outlined in our
Constitution and Strategic Plan. The “significant misalignment between the Association and
Junior Clubs” referenced by some Junior Clubs essentially boils down, as far as we can tell,
to whether any Junior Domestic revenue should be contributed to supporting our
Representative and other pathways and development programs.
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The BH Board committed to capping that contribution to a low agreed percentage of the
total revenue from Junior Domestic competition. But the Clubs have shifted their view from
initially endorsing the plan to now contending we should not fund these “high-cost
unprofitable programs (like Senior Representative Teams) that have contributed to
year-on-year losses by the Association”.

Have debts been paid down too quickly? Have Junior Domestic players carried the
burden of debt repayment?

The Association’s debts have been paid down systematically in line with the stated plan; in
fact some debt repayments have been further delayed given the impacts of Lockdown 6 on
the Association’s income.

In saying that, BH modelled the Financial Resilience Plan on very conservative
Return-to-Play volumes to ensure it did not exaggerate any potential income. So when
Return-to-Play rates were stronger than initially modelled, we were able to realise
additional revenue and pay down more debt over the past 12 months, simply illustrating
the strong appetite across all levels for participation in our great sport.

The levy charged to Junior Domestic players was $0.50c per player per game each season;
for all other players in our competitions and programs it was $1.00 per player per game. So
the levy is in fact lower for Junior Domestic players than any other player in our Association.
This was our commitment to Junior Domestic Clubs to ensure we could pay down our debt
sensibly without overburdening Junior Domestic players who comprise the largest portion
of our membership. It was, effectively, a volume discount.

Most Junior Domestic Clubs are not-for-profit organisations that do their best to keep costs
as low as possible for their members. However some Junior Domestic Clubs run “for profit”
business models. This means they have a vested interest in keeping fees payable to BH as
low as possible, to maximise their own potential profits from their membership fees, while
also committing to keep total fees for their members as affordable as possible. It creates a
natural tension with BH as a not-for-profit association.

Who is the debt owed to and what will happen to the debt if Clubs move to a new
Association?

The debt largely relates to the costs incurred to hire venues in our region to stage all our
competitions and programs. Over the past 6 years we have utilised up to 40 different
courts at 26 venues. This means several public and private schools in the local area, as well
as council-run venues like BSC, that have supported our association could be left out of
pocket if the Association loses significant revenue from the withdrawal of a raft of Junior
Domestic Clubs and cannot afford to pay these debts.
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If a new Association emerges and the majority of Clubs, teams and players opt to move
Associations, it impacts the viability of an income stream to enable these debts to be paid.

Why the dramatic move to a new Association and an untested competition? Why
don’t Clubs just step in and take control of the existing Board?

If Clubs were dissatisfied with the Board’s management of the Association they could have
opted to spill the Board and assume control of the Association themselves because Clubs
control the vast majority of votes under the BH Constitution. However this would also
mean assuming responsibility for the Association’s debt. They have regrettably decided to
walk away, avoiding this responsibility.

So is Basketball Hawthorn insolvent?

No. As explained, Basketball Hawthorn carries some historic debt which is part of a careful
debt repayment program, and is manageable whilst we simultaneously continue to stage
basketball at all levels of skill and age groups moving forward.  Prudently, the Board has
received external advice on this and is comfortable with its position.


